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Expert Quotes on Food Colors  

 

“Food colors add to our enjoyment of food by maintaining or improving their appearance. 

Without sufficient scientific evidence that a causal link truly exists between food colors and 

hyperactivity in children, communications that suggest a link could have unintended 

consequences, including unnecessarily frightening consumers about safe ingredients that are 

consumed every day. Misguided theories dilute the impact of advice from health professionals on 

methods that have been found through scientific research to be truly effective in treating AD/HD, 

such as medication and behavior modification.” 

 --David Schmidt, President and CEO, International Food Information Council 

 
 

“Taking the coloring out of these foods, or simply substituting natural colors, won’t make them 

more nutritious.  Getting children to eat and drink fewer empty calories however, will make a 

diet more nutritious, and doing that is where I put my priority.  Just banning the coloring from an 

unbalanced diet simply produces an uncolored diet that remains unbalanced.” 

 --Keith Ayoob, EdD, RD, FADA, Associate Clinical Professor of Pediatrics and Director                    

of the Nutrition Clinic at Rose F. Kennedy Children’s Evaluation and Rehabilitation 

Center, Albert Einstein College of Medicine 

 

“Food colors are useful additives that provide certain technical benefits. The safety data on 

certified colors are strong and robust, and safe levels of use for all the colors have been 

established by the FDA. Approved synthetic and natural food colors are all required to be labeled 

in the U.S.; if someone does have sensitivity, then they can easily manage it by reading the label 

and avoiding those foods.”  

--Joe Borzelleca, PhD, Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology, School of Medicine, 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

 

 

“There is a lack of scientific evidence for a link between synthetic food color additives and 

adverse behavior in children. There are a number of factors potentially contributing to 

hyperactivity or other adverse behaviors in children. Consumers, or their caregivers, choosing to 

avoid food products with synthetic colors may do so by identifying the presence of the colors in 

food products via ingredient lists and avoid a particular product. Given the rigorous safety 

evaluation that color additives undergo and the lack of evidence for a link with adverse behavior, 

IFTs viewpoint is that food color additives present very little or effectively no risk for the vast 

majority of consumers.” 

--Robert Gravani, PhD, President, Institute of Food Technologists, Professor of Food 

Science, Cornell University 

 

“There are no published peer reviewed placebo controlled studies which support a link between 

food additives (colors or otherwise) and ADHD.” 

--Ronald Simon, MD, Head Division of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology, Scripps Clinic 

 


